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ABSTRACT 

The length of educator schooling programs range from nine months to two years and not many establishments 

offer the long term coordinated Four year college education in Training. Nonetheless, on the off chance that we 

cautiously think once more into the previous, a comparable model of long term coordinated programs was 

embraced in the four regional training colleges (presently called as RIEs) to achieve upgrades in educator 

preparing, both inservice and pre-administration. These projects were imagined with a reason for offering great 

educator preparing and were under the administration of National Council of Educational Research and Training 

National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT). In this paper point forward there have been 

numerous panels that have surveyed these projects. Numerous primary changes have occurred in the RIEs too, 

in view of the suggestions given by these councils. The National Education Policy (NEP) framework laid out in 

2020 is a milestone achievement in the strategy making and choosing changes in the scholar and schooling 

system. This article investigates the extension and capability of the Public Instruction Strategy framework with 

an emphasis on educators and instructor training programs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The NEP framework plans to offer fundamental worth to all degrees of training, from school to advanced 

education levels. It follows a scholarly reorganization model that will grab hold of the current school system and 

raise it to more elevated levels. The framework is created and distributed with the view that all components of 

schooling and scholastic branches ought to get esteem and the most splendid possibilities with regards to 

managing center elements. These incorporate quality, 

moderateness, value, access and responsibility. The 

essential point of the NEP framework is to increase 

the expectations of proficient educator preparing, 

changes in the current assessment process, youth care 

at a beginning phase and redesigning of the 

administrative structure arrangements in the school 

system. NEP additionally plans to make an incentive 

for factors like public interest in training, setting up of 

National Education Commission (NEC), reinforced 

utilization of innovation and professional/grown-up 

instruction arrangement plans. 

https://www.skoolbeep.com/blog/nep-rollout-plan-phases-impact/
https://www.skoolbeep.com/blog/nep-rollout-plan-phases-impact/
https://www.skoolbeep.com/blog/nep-rollout-plan-phases-impact/
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REVIEW  OF  RELATED  LITERATURE 

Kumar, Mamidala Jagadesh (29 July 2023),The Indian Public Schooling Strategy (NEP), as sanctioned in 

2020, accentuates the consideration of IKS into educational plans at all degrees of training in accordance with 

this, the Public Credit Structure (NCF) has made it workable for understudies to procure credit in courses 

connecting with old Indian sciences and expressions. Vishnoi, Anubhuti (31 July 2020), he countrywide 

tutoring strategy is changing over the Indian informative situation squarely into universally forceful training 

machine with the ideal adaptability. The multi-disciplinary issue of the countrywide informative inclusion 

transforms into a venturing stone for helping understudies' capabilities. Chaturvedi, Amit (30 July 2020) , An 

all encompassing and multidisciplinary instruction would endeavor to incorporate the improvement of all human 

limits scholarly, tasteful, social, physical, close to home, and moral. Over the long haul, such a thorough training 

will be the methodology of all undergrad programs, Shukla, Amandeep (30 July 2020), The Public Instruction 

Strategy of India 2020 (NEP 2020), which was begun by the Association Bureau of India on 29 July 2020, 

frames the vision of new schooling system of India. The new strategy replaces the past Public Arrangement on 

Schooling, 1986.The strategy is a far reaching structure for rudimentary instruction to higher as well as 

professional preparation in both country and metropolitan India. The strategy intends to change India's school 

system by 2030. Rohatgi, Anubha, ed. (7 August 2020),The New Training Strategy pronounced by Legislature 

of India (NEP 2020) was an enticing change and new news amidst the huge number of negativities incorporating 

the world on account of the troubles introduced by Covid19 pandemic. The statement of NEP 2020 was totally 

unexpected by a larger number of people. The movements that NEP 2020 has recommended were something 

that various educationists never saw coming. Sarfaraz, Kainat (29 July 2020),The Draft NEP of 2019 was 

scrutinized because of various factors. An online entertainment crusade fought over the consideration of Hindi 

in schools in the south Indian states. The Understudy's League of India expressed that it compromised the 

government character of the instructive construction, marketed schooling and subverted free examination 

movement. Bhura, Sneha (30 July 2020), The NEP 2020 replaces the Public Strategy on Instruction of 1986. In 

January 2015, a board under previous Bureau Secretary T. S. R. Subramanian began the counsel interaction for 

the New Training Strategy. In view of the board report, in June 2017, the draft NEP was submitted in 2019 by a 

board drove by previous Indian Space Exploration Association (ISRO) boss Krishnaswamy Kasturirangan. 

Rajeev, K. R. (31 July 2020),Multiple-leave choice for undergrad programs gives organizations cover to quit 

following understudies exiting due to financial impulses and on second thought disregard such occasions as 

individual decision. Baral, Maitree, ed. (30 July 2020),One of the center elements of the Public Schooling 

Strategy NEP is its attention on exploration and advancement. While independence, great administration and 

new institutional designs are pathways to understand this, how the possibility of development is imagined and 

established in a thickly different schooling system. 

 

OBJECTIVE  

1. To Know The Status Of National Professional Standards For Teachers (NPST) By NEP 2020 

2. To Know The Principal Challenges Looked By Educators In The NEP-2020  Framework  

3. To Know The Status Of  Integrated Teacher Education Programme As Per NEP-2020   

RESEARCH QUESTION  

1. What Is The Status Of National Professional Standards For Teachers (NPST) By NEP 2020 ? 

2. What Is The Principal Challenges Looked By Educators In The NEP-2020  Framework ? 

3. What Is The Status Of  Integrated Teacher Education Programme As Per NEP-2020 ?   

STRIKING HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NEP FRAMEWORK 

The worth expansion of the NEP framework can be point by point utilizing a portion of imperative highlights 

guide the general strategy. These incorporate youth care, educational program system, the Right to Training Act 

arrangements, different tests and tests and schooling administration. Different highlights are the public 

examination establishment, higher instructive foundations, funding training, three language equation and 

professional/grown-up courses. 
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VISION OF NEP 

The vision proclamation of NEP covers a careful growing experience for the students in fostering a profound, 

scholarly and noteworthy model of engrossing abilities, information, values and mindful responsibilities. It tests 

the understudy's drawing in job in conveying worth to common freedoms, maintainable turn of events and living 

and worked on instructive guidelines. NEP 2020 additionally covers the metaphorical vision of further 

developing GER levels to 100 percent and half in essential tutoring and advanced education levels, separately by 

2030. 

ENCOURAGING 21ST-CENTURY SKILLS IN THE CLASSROOM 

One of the alluring parts of NEP 2020 is the strengthening of understudies utilizing new study hall abilities that 

matches 21st-century lives and vocations. Recorded beneath are the principal abilities you ought to master for 

compelling individual and profession improvement according to the NEP framework rules. 

ADVANCED EDUCATION AND ABILITIES APPRAISAL 

Computerized education is a main concern expertise for the cutting edge age, where you should learn and know 

how to look for, convey and get a handle on information and data on everything through dynamic advanced 

stages and entrances. A complete information on computerized abilities is significant for staff to get by in the 

cutting edge world. 

 

CRITICAL THINKING AND PERCEPTIONS 

Critical thinking abilities have forever been important for the top gifts that an individual should have to progress 

in their separate fields. Nothing has changed at this point, as tackling various kinds of issues alongside decisive 

reasoning is a fundamental piece of scientific thinking and perceptions. 

CORRESPONDENCE AND EXERCISES 

Another ability that NEP effectively advances is correspondence expertise. It has exactly the intended effect on 

the off chance that you are conversant in imparting thoughts and ideas to man and the climate with no 

boundaries. Add relational abilities to your relational abilities, and you will become relentless in your exercises. 

DECISIVE REASONING AND COMPELLING CORRESPONDENCE 

As we referenced before, decisive reasoning is an essential part of scientific thinking abilities. In the event that 

you are a basic scholar, you will learn stuff connected with social occasion data, seeking clarification on some 

pressing issues, thoroughly considering arrangements and ends, elective manners of thinking and compelling 

correspondence. 

INVENTIVENESS AND A FEW PARTS 

Maybe the most gorgeous of abilities or gifts to have, imagination is a flat out treasure that assists you with 

envisioning, fabricate and achieve a few parts of life. The NEP framework upholds and advances the 

development of imagination in students that matches their particular abilities and gifts. 

WELLBEING AND WELLNESS AND HEALTH 

Wellbeing, health and wellness portions don't simply cover actual viewpoints, however mental, close to home 

and profound classes as well. You ought to adjust your biological system and climate with your life and work by 

advancing a functioning channel for wellbeing and health rehearses. 

SOCIAL OBLIGATION AND REASONABLE ARRANGEMENTS 

Being capable towards social causes is a vital part of making due in the cutting edge world. Indeed, even 

organizations are overwhelmingly advancing highlights like Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as a feature 

of their plans of action. Showing virtues in life is a certain something, however learning morals as a subject is a 

distinct advantage. It assists you with connecting better in friendly circumstances and proposition dynamic and 

reasonable answers for self and society in the midst of need. Logical attitude is an underestimated expertise that 

deals with fundamental parts of consistent, levelheaded and logical reasoning. Ownership of a logical attitude 
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helps a person in following genuine information and data handling prior to arriving at resolutions and showing 

up at derivations. 

COORDINATED EFFORT AND EFFECT OF NEP ON EDUCATORS 

Coordinated effort expertise of an individual functions admirably when joined with correspondence and 

relational abilities. It helps you effectively coordinate as a component of a group and guarantees work and 

development together. Presently we come to the significant idea of this article - the effect of NEP on educators. 

It is extraordinary delight to notice the effect that educators have on the scholastic frameworks, educational 

programs and understudy lives/professions. Public Instructive Approach guarantees the best of instructors and 

their commitments to the schooling system. The effect point begins straightforwardly from the contribution of 

preparing to instructors and is circled back to the arrangement of giving expressed preparing through the 

schooling system. Educators are one of the main pieces of the NEP framework conceived in 2020. Foundation 

conditions that prompted the consideration of educator schooling in NEP are horrendous circumstances 

emerging and existing in areas of educator division. The different issues incorporate an absence of schooling, 

preparing, legitimate enlistment, showing quality, inspiration, dynamic help conditions and deficient 

fundamental changes. 

 

NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS FOR TEACHERS (NPST) 

NPST (Public Expert Guidelines for Educators is related with showing vocation and impressive skill. It works in 

deciding the highlights connected with the educator's vocation the executives, proficient turn of events, pay 

climbs, proficient evaluations, showing review reports, and so on. NCERT assumes responsibility for the NEP 

educator preparing system and fills in as an impetus for consistent extension in the showing calling 

improvement. NEP 2020 incorporates explicit segments of nonstop expert turn of events (CPD) yearly. 

QUALITY 4-YR INTEGRATED B.ED. PROGRAMME 

 

The Public authority straightforwardly shows dynamic drive in making a coordinated B.Ed. program that 

requires four scholarly years to finish National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) regulates instructor 

preparing in such manner and advances B.A. - B.Ed. conspire that assists future instructors with accomplishing 

their greatest potential. Educators will get to cover two four year certifications in one go in a coordinated model. 

This will assist them with getting more openness and temporary position level preparation experience prior to 

beginning in the scholarly framework. 

TEACHER ELIGIBILITY TESTS (TET) 

TETs (TEACHER ELIGIBILITY TEST) are the base capability that an instructor in India ought to cover 

prior to being qualified for an arrangement in the instructing calling. Government schools generally advance this 

test and work successfully in assisting educators with sending off their ideal callings. Among the qualification 

tests, CTET is the most hard to break from an assessment perspective. TETs will assist you with sending off 

work jobs in both Government and confidential establishments. 
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SHARING OF EDUCATORS A CROSS  SCHOOLS 

NEP 2020 advances the idea of dividing educators between schools and scholarly organizations to assist manage 

issues like the lack of instructors. It happens generally for profiles like expressions, makes, music, dance, 

conventional courses, and so on. NEP 2020 strategy distributes adequate room for ace educators to join as a 

feature of the famous characters' rundown who can assume control over a course. 

POINT OF NEP TO HELP AND SUSTAIN INSTRUCTORS 

NEP exhibits mind blowing likely in supporting and sustaining educators from the grassroots level. The 

significant strategy concerning educators in this part incorporates educator strengthening stages and exercises. 

Ceaseless help and fundamental supporting exercises will help the execution and effect of educator preparing 

arrive at the roots level in most remote spots. The preparation plan incorporates readiness, enrollment, 

homeroom exercises and expert advancement programs.The preparation, readiness and execution method for 

NEP 2020 beginnings from the grassroots levels and works really in giving strengthening to the expert staff in 

the division. 

 

 They should get familiar with a ton of worries and difficulties and concoct ideal arrangement proposition as a 

feature of the educator preparing programs. As indicated by the NEP rules, instructor enrollment would require 

a base instructive capability of four years under the incorporated B.Ed. conspire. Showing Qualification Tests' 

will matter extraordinarily for understanding your most extreme potential and expanding the employing 

possibilities. During preparing and keeping in mind that educating, educators will assume a huge part in the 

homeroom fragments. According to NEP rules, instructors should follow various variables and dynamic 

components to make space for becoming good example educators and backing people. The NEP framework is 

answerable for working on the individual and expert nature of educators with supporting advancement potential. 

Factors that make a powerful worth in engaging the showing calling are quality control, responsibility and the 

degree of value, regard, poise and independence that an educator could gather in their vocation range. 

CONSTANT EXPERT TURN OF EVENTS AND FURTHER DEVELOPING NORMS 

CPD (Continous Professional Development) is a functioning piece of the NEP framework. It helps educators 

train all the more expertly and assume a connecting part in further developing the speciality administrations 

related with the general advancement process. 

DRIVES FOR LIMIT WORKING OF INSTRUCTORS 

Different drives are itemized in the NEP framework to help the limit working of educators. The possibility of 

limit building is to foster a culture that is completely established in the worth of shared learning. Under the NEP 
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framework, limit building strategies are participatory. It recognizes the potential range of abilities and 

conceivable structure impedes that exist in a singular showing proficient and works systematically in finishing 

those distinguished blocks. Drives incorporate instructional meetings, appraisal and perception, appraisal to 

need and resources, limit advancement reaction, assessment and commitment and partner improvement. 

GUARANTEE LIMIT WORKING AT ALL LEVELS 

The pinnacle approaches to guaranteeing limit working at all levels are the arrangement of at least 50 hours of 

CPD for instructors yearly, coaching support and fundamental coordinated effort, NISHTHA standards and 

redid preparing modules. 

MINIMUM 50 HOURS OF CPD PER YEAR FOR HEADS AND TEACHERS 

 

As a feature of expert improvement methods, at least 50 hours of CPD for heads and instructors is required 

yearly. This would go on as a deep rooted process during their helping vocations and applies to drive their 

personal circumstances as well. Proficient coach backing ought to be given to the educators to assist them with 

fostering their abilities and sharpen 

them to match the scholarly climate 

in that they should assume a 

flourishing part. Experienced 

specialists with an entire host of 

abilities ought to join in making an 

incentive for the educator preparing 

programs. Public Drive for School 

Heads' and Educators' All 

encompassing Progression is a 

drive by the NCERT substance to 

help with limit working for the two 

instructors and directors/school 

heads.  

 

 

The program can be executed from 

the rudimentary stage itself with 

full help given to working on the 

nature of school training and 

educational plan improvement. 

NISHTHA preparing incorporates 

four program levels, including rudimentary and optional levels. In rudimentary level, 18 web-based courses are 

accessible. For rudimentary level, twelve conventional courses are accessible alongside one teaching method 

level course.  

 

The NEP 2020 instructive design for school training follows a 5+3+3+4 curricular organization, supplanting the 

previous 10+2 educational plans. There will be a fundamental stage in the pre-tutoring segment (anganwadi). 

This is trailed by preliminary stage, center stage and auxiliary stage. The relating age bunches in this educational 

design are 3-8, 8-11, 11-14 and 14-18. Numerous instructional exercise preparing projects and examination and 

report exercises are accessible in the educator preparing space. These modules can be executed entirely or as per 

the particular expertise that the applicant should figure out how to help with their own and proficient turn of 

events. 

 

 

The principal challenges looked by educators in the NEP framework are as per the following: 

 

 Getting a grip of the whole prospectus portions is a piece troublesome, particularly for fledgling 

instructors. 

 

 There will be the issue of instructor determination. 

 

 A broken educational plan is another issue that instructors could confront. 
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 Instructor preparing projects could be more capable and less viable. 

 

 In the event that science and innovation are not as expected utilized, it could really hurt the preparation 

framework. 

 

 Instructors could deal with the issue of separation or absence of control. 

 

 You could pass up co-curricular exercises or fundamental abilities improvement. 

 

 There is the test of passing up friendly issues. 

 

 Another difficulty is in regards to the absence of fundamental beliefs coming from globalization issues. 

 

 It could likewise be an issue assuming you stick to conventional showing strategies alone. 

 

 Instructive institutional changes are an issue that you could confront. 

 

 An absence of imaginative potential could hurt dynamic preparation programs. 

 

 Now and again, issues happen like absence of assessment, management and sufficient offices. 

 

 At times, absence of financing or lawful difficulties represents an issue. 

 

 It very well may be difficult to adjust to changing scholar and instructive patterns. 

 

 Course reading openness probably won't be enough for current school systems. 

 

 A balance between fun and serious activities could be really difficult for certain educators. 

 

 Issues could emerge connected with the designation of errands, undertaking of liabilities and absence 

of motivation. 

 

NEP 2020: INTEGRATED TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMME 

 

 

NEP educator preparing system will go far in adjusting the scale between showing quality gave and returning 

prizes to the up-and-comers in the image. Showing experts can cheer up in the way that the opportunity for 

growth under the NEP 2020 is a constant cycle and is here to stay.Stay tuned to this space for additional updates 

in the NEP educator preparing segment. 

 

The Kothari Commission outlined the Public Schooling Strategy in 1966. It said, "Of the multitude of variables 

that impact the nature of training and its commitment to public turn of events, the quality, capability, and 

character of our educators are without a doubt the main." after 56 years, their perspective actually turns out as 

expected, the eventual fate of our country actually lies in the possession of our educators. In 2020, the Service of 

Human Asset Advancement presented the NEP or the New Training Strategy.  

The new instruction strategy 2020 vows to achieve a few clearing changes to refresh and modernize the Indian 

school system. The absolute most much needed developments among these are concerning educators. NEP 2020 

holds horrendous states of instructor schooling, enlistment, sending, and administration conditions liable for the 

absence of showing quality and inspiration among Indian educators. 
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 The arrangement underscores the significance of excellent educator schooling. It plans to start a few 

foundational changes to energize splendid and skilled youthful personalities to take up the educating calling. 

From January 2022, 45 establishments across India will start to offer a four-year Incorporated Instructor 

Training Project (ITEP) exceptionally intended for teachers. The course incorporates BA and B.sc degrees with 

B.Ed. to make a double significant lone ranger's program to assist competitors with saving one year for the 

people who try to be educators. Contrasted with the ongoing situation wherein candidates should dedicate five 

years to graduation and B.Ed. prior to starting their profession as educators, the ITEP offers an incredible 

benefit to the up-and-comers. The NEP 2020 states that from 2030 onwards, educator enlistment will be simply 

founded on ITEP. Confirmations for this course will be founded on scores in the Public Normal Entry Test or 

NCET. The course is presented by 45 multidisciplinary establishments across India. 

 

Pre-Administration Educator Instruction - The NEP 2020 suggests drafting a Public Educational program 

System for Instructor Schooling or NCFTE 2021 to direct pre-administration instructor instruction and 

preparing. The NCFTE will endorse the best pre-administration and in-administration schooling/preparing 

rehearses for educators working in scholar, professional, and other extraordinary training streams. 

 

Educator Enrollment and Business - For enlistment in a private or government school, the instructor should 

qualify through Instructor Qualification Tests (TETs) led by the Public Testing Office. NEP 2020 urges schools 

to manage a deficiency of educators by sharing instructors across grounds, particularly for disciplines like 

workmanship, art, music, and dance. The approach likewise prescribes connecting with nearby famous people or 

specialists as 'ace teachers' in conventional expressions , Showing Vocation and Impressive skill - The NEP 

means to set the Public Expert Guidelines for Educators (NPST) to decide all parts of instructor profession the 

executives, endeavors for proficient turn of events, compensation climbs, and so on. Educator reviews and 

expert examinations are likewise a fundamental piece of NEP for teachers. 

 

NCERT will embrace an inside and out investigation of worldwide academic methodologies and incorporate 

their discoveries into the CPD programs for NEP instructor preparing. Educator training in NEP 2020 involves a 

recommended number of hours for consistent expert turn of events or CPD every year. 

 

ENCULTURATION OF EDUCATOR STRENGTHENING 

 

 The arrangement characterizes the fundamental job of educators in NEP 2020. Educators are to be given the 

option to partake in putting forth school objectives and approaches over the long haul. Including educators in the 

change cycle by giving them the opportunity to choose what and how to show will give them space and 

responsibility for work. The basic part of educator independence is considered to engage instructors and spur 

them to perform better.The strategy additionally expects to perceive, report, and offer inventive teaching 

methods and showing techniques concocted by Indian educators. 

 

 Lastly, under the enculturation of instructor strengthening, NEP will likewise attempt to assemble dynamic 

educator networks for better systems administration and decreasing disengagement among educators. Taking 

into account the dreary endeavors to work on the functioning circumstances and compensations for educators 

before, the NEP 2020 for instructors has come as a much needed development. Ventures for pre-administration 

educator schooling and in-administration NEP educator preparing projects can assist with building a superior 

opportunity for growth for understudies all over the place. In the event that carried out well, the training area is 

probably going to turn into a worthwhile profession choice for skilled youngsters in the following couple of 

years. 
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It is extremely awful that the educator training area has been experiencing different difficulties including 

unacceptable instructor schooling foundations (TEIs), working in storehouses and lacking obligation to the 

requirement for meticulousness and quality in educator arrangement. NEP 2020 has proposed extremist changes 

by getting place foundational changes to reestablish the trustworthiness and validity of the educator school 

system. This strategy denotes the significance of the educator schooling area at standard with undeniable level 

administrations like medication and regulation, where individuals' lives are in question (NEP, 2019, p. 283). The 

vision of NEP 2020 is to get changes in the current educator training construction and practices by moving it 

into the college framework. 

 

SIGNIFICANT DISCOVERIES OF NEP 

 

1. The comprehensive scholastic improvement in the NEP framework will be valuable for educators also. 

 

2. However testing, educators will have a valuable chance to show in their primary languages.  

 

3. Educators can assist with tending to the computerized partition in the advanced period. 

 

4. The relationship of educators with different areas of the school system, particularly understudies, will 

move along. 

 

5. The NEP framework is reliable as the Public authority holds responsibility for the equivalent. 

 

6. Educators will be able to restore and add to the school system in the country's future. 

 

7. Along with organizations, educators can offer a job in changing the nation's learning progress. 

 

CONCLUSION 

NEP 2020 predicts the positive effect of innovation use and combination. It has made arrangements to help and 

take on intercessions by making an independent body, the National Educational Technology Forum (NETF). 

This new body has the command to work with dynamic on the acceptance, sending and utilization of innovation 

(NEP, 2019, p. 343). The strategy suggests different drives for utilizing innovation for instructing advancing at 

all levels from school to advanced education (NEP, 2020, p. 59).  

These drives are potential open doors for the educator training area to reinforce the Technological Pedagogical 

Content Knowledge (TPACK) structure in the instructor schooling educational plan. These likewise vow to plan 

educator learners for the effective joining of innovation in educating .The strategy likewise makes another 

specialty for innovative work as a culture in colleges and universities. 

 It imagines educator readiness to happen in focuses of exploration and field activity, offering a dynamic and 

invigorating society of examination and development. The strategy advances research based training and 

specializations to guarantee the improvement of information and practices pertinent to the settings of school and 

advanced education. It places solid worth in the personnel profile in divisions of schooling to be different in 

instructing and research to fortify multidisciplinary training of educators and give meticulousness in calculated 

improvement. 
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